Advisory Committee May 2, 2002

1. Rabbi Rebecca Alpert, Temple University (Philadelphia, PA)
2. Shulamit Aloni, Former Meretz Chair, Former Education Minister (Israel)
3. Rabbi Charles Arian, Board Member, Meretz USA (Baltimore, MD)
4. Uri Avnery, Gush Shalom (Israel)
5. Gershon Baskin, Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information (Jerusalem, Israel)
6. Rabbi Philip Bentley, Jewish Peace Fellowship (New Hyde Park, NY)
7. Reena Bernards
8. Jennifer Bleyer, Editor, Heeb Magazine (New York City, NY)
9. Chana Bloch, poet and translator (Berkeley, CA)
10. Rabbi Elizabeth Bolton, Congregation Beit Tikvah, JRF Music & Liturgy Project (Baltimore, MD)
11. Marla Brettschneider, University of New Hampshire (Durham, NH)
12. Deborah Brous, Bustan L'Shalom (Israel)
13. Jeremy Burton, Amos Partnership (New York City, NY)
14. MK Naomi Chazan, Meretz Party (Tel Aviv, Israel)
15. Rabbi David Cooper (Berkeley, CA)
16. Rabbi Julie Danan, Congregation Beth Am (San Antonio, TX)
17. Rabbi Lisa Edwards (Los Angeles, CA)
18. Ruth El Raz, Bat Shalom, Counseling Center for Women (Jerusalem, Israel)
19. Nan Fink Gefen, Writer, Cochmat HaLev (Berkeley, CA)
20. B.Z. Goldberg, Director, "Promies" (CA)
21. Eric Gordon, Director, The Workmen's Circle/Arbeter Ring, Southern California District (Los Angeles, CA)
22. Rabbi Lynn Gottlieb, Congregation Nahalat Shalom; Jewish Peace Fellowship (Albuquerque, New Mexico)
23. Terry Greenblatt, Executive Director, Bat Shalom (Israel)
24. Rabbi Suzanne Griffel, Jewish Peace Forum (Chicago, IL)
25. Susannah Heschel, Assoc. Prof. of Jewish Studies, Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH)
26. Adam Keller, Other Israel (Israel)
27. Rabbi Sue Levi Lewell, UAHC (Philadelphia, PA)
28. Rabbi Mordechai Liebling, Shefa Fund, Brek the Silence (Philadelphia, PA)
29. Rabbi Ellen Lippman, Kolot Chayeinu (Voices of Our Lives) (Brooklyn, NY)
30. Rabbi Andrea London, Beth Emet the Free Synagogue (Evanston, IL)
31. Zel Lurie, Journalist (Delray Beach, FL)
32. Rabbi Jeffrey Marker, Rabbinical Assembly, Ohalah (Brooklyn, NY)
33. Dr. Ruchama Marton, Physicians for Human Rights (Tel Aviv, Israel)
34. Rabbi Robert Marx, Congregation Hakafa (Glencoe, IL)
35. Rabbi David Mivasair, Or Shalom Jewish Spiritual Community (Vancouver, BC)
36. Rabbi Jeremy Milgrom, Rabbis for Human Rights (Jerusalem, Israel)
37. Cantor George Mordecai, Temple Beth Zion Beth Israel (Philadelphia, PA)
38. Dr. Adina Newberg, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College (Philadelphia, PA)
39. Marilyn Neimark, JFREJ, (Jews for Racial and Economic Justice); WBAI Pacifica radio host-"Beyond the Pale"; NYC Women in Black (New York City, NY)
40. Jonathan Omer-man (Berkeley, CA)
41. Carolyn Toll Oppenheim, Friends of Open House; Public Purpose Communications (Great Barrington, MA)
42. Alicia Ostriker, poet, writer
43. Grace Paley, Writer (Thetford, Vermont)
44. Nurit Peled, Bereaved Parents Circle for Reconciliation, Tolerance, and Peace (Israel)
45. Alison Pepper, U.S-Israel Women to Women, Arab-Jewish Peace Group (New York City, NY)
46. Don Peretz, Professor, Emeritus, SUNY-Binghamton (Washington, DC)
47. Letty Cottin Pogrebin, Writer (New York, NY)
48. Adrienne Rich, poet (Santa Cruz, CA)
49. Rabbi Paula Reimers, Temple Emanuel (Burbank CA)
50. Danya Ruttenberg, Writer (San Francisco, CA)
51. Hannah Safran, Israeli Women in Black (Haifa, Israel)
52. Leah Shakdiel, Oz v Shalom / Netivot Shalom (Israel)
53. Nurit Shein, IDF Education Department (Israel)
54. Rabbi David Shneyer, Am Kolel (DC)
55. Mitchell Silver, Boston District Workmen's Circle/Arbeter (Boston, MA)
56. Rabbi Toba Spitzer, Congregation Dorshei Tzedek (West Newton, MA)
57. Gloria Steinem, Ms. Magazine, National Women's Political Caucus, Voters for Choice (New York City, NY)
58. Nurit Steinfeld, Bat Shalom; Coalition of Women for Just Peace (Jerusalem, Israel)
59. Gila Svirsky, Coalition of Women for a Just Peace, Israeli Women in Black (Israel)
60. Meredith Tax, Writer, Women's World (New York City, NY)
61. Rabbi Brian Walt, Congregation Mishkan Shalom (Philadelphia, PA)
62. Rabbi Arthur Waskow, Break the Silence, Shalom Center (Philadelphia, PA)
63. Rabbi Elyse Wechtermann, Congregation Agudas Achim (Attleboro, MA)
64. Ira Weiss, Israeli-Palestinian Encounter (Washington, DC)
65. Rabbi Arnold Jacob Wolf, Rabbi Emeritus, K.A.M. Isaiah Israel Congregation (Chicago, IL)

Beate Zilversmidt, Other Israel (Israel)